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Statement of Ruth R Faden, Ph.D., M.P.K' 

Chair, Advisory Committee on Human Radiatio 

ta the I 

SenateComrnittee on Governmental A 

~ r .  chairman, t W  you for the opportunity to appear before the Committee 
on Governmental 
Committee on Human W q n  EXpeFimmts. I am pleased to share with you today 
the steps the Committee hm taken to address,the m a y  issues with& our mandate 
and the steps we: plan to take iii the coming months. . 

We submit as part of our testimony the interim report ofthe A~V~SOV 

to provide an overview of the work of &e ~ v i s o r y  

\, 
1 ,  \ 

Committee, issued on October 2 1,1994. The Interh Report' describes in detail 
what the Advisory ,Cdew,and its staff have done in the past six months and 
what our plans are fbr the a ~ x t  six m o n h  in preparation for issuing our final report. 

The Advisory Carambe was crated by Presid;ent Cf- to @vise the 
' \  

. Interagency Working &oup on the ethical and sciatifh criteria appticabk to 
human radiation expwimekts carried out or sponsored by the Wted States 
Government. The Committee is composed of 14 members, including a citizen- 
representative and 13 experts in bioethics, radizition oncology and biology, history 
of science and medicine, epidemiology, nucledr medicine and law. 

Human radiqtion exporitqents are defined by the Committee's charter to 

intentional. exposure to ionizing radiation. 
This category does not include common and 
routine clinical practices. . ." 

include "expKiments on individuals involving 

A second category is '"experiments involving intentional envirokental 
releases of radiation that (A) were designed to test I~urnan health effects of ionizing 
radiation; or (B) were designed to test the extent of human exposure to ionizing 
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radiation." 

The second category we commonly refer to as "intentiod releases." They 
constitute a very large investigative task for the Advisory Committee. 

The Committee 'seeks to answer several fundamental questions: What ethics 
criteria should be used to evaluate human radiation experiments? What was the 
Federal Government's role in human radiation experiments? What are the criteria for 
determining appropriate F a i d  responses where wrongs or h a m s  have occurred? 
What lessons learned &om studying past and present research standards and 

. 

, practices should be applied to the fbture? I 

The Committee asks these questioris, and seeks to answer them, in open 
public meetings. In addition to meetings in Washington, D.C., which contain a 
period for public comment, and a full Committee rnettingh San Fm&co, the 
Committee has scheduled fdur other public comment sessi& throughout the 
country - in Ohio, Washington, New Mexico and Tennessee.\ 

( 

The Commi#ee's ability to tell the story of past mdiption experiments requires 
more than the resources to search through hundreds of boxes fix documarts and the 
knowledge to resognim which ones are important. It depedison the Committee's 
ability to find a c6mmm laifgua&e to address the technically complex, often highly 
emotiod m M 6  h m  radiation expe- ' i'lsht voices to which 
the Committee must listenqmk in the languages of medicine, a midtiplicity of 
sciences, the military, sick patients, healthy subjeccts, policymakers, and 
philosophers. The C o m m i ~ e c m o t  understand, much less tell, the story unless it 
seeks out all who can aid its understandkg, and works to 'bridge the cultural and 
linguistic gaps among them. \ 

The Committee is dso convinced that an important detminant of its success 
wiIl be its ability to understad the present as well as, if not better than, it 
understands the past. There$oore, it has undertaken the burden of sampling the 
ethical practices and standards governing human radiation research today, 
evaluating them, and deciding whether change is needed. 

Finally, in order to focus its own inquiry,'and the ability of the public to assist 
it, the Committee has identified a number of dommon themes that will guide its 
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work, and give structure to its final report. These themes include: 

Consent standards and procedures. A cornerstone of modem research ethics 
is the requirement that research proceed only with the express consent of a 
competent subject or with adequate safeguards to protect the interests of a subject 
who cannot give consent. The Committee must understand when policies and 
practices of informed consent were adopted,, and when, if ever, the requirement was 
disregarded, and why. 

Risks and benefits of research. It is inherent ia most research that subjects 
arc put at risk of hann in order to obtain desired benefits. It is the Committee's 
charge to determine whether the risks to which subjects were &-sed, however 
low, were justified. \ 

i 
L. 

The seLectim ofmdarch sutjects. The ethics of research tuxn as much on 
considerations of justice in the selection of subjects as they do on questions of 
consent or acceptable risk. The Committee de&s it essatid that it examine 
whether particular populations were targeted for participation as research subjects 
because of their redative laek o€ economic, social or politid p e r .  

Responsitiiityfor apwiqtents. Who decided which'ewrimcntS were 
b e d  out, and who wa$ mqonsible~filr assurini that ethics J pliCieS, where they 1 

existed, were put into practice? - I  

The Committee was created in tandem with a Presidential directive that the 
Executive Branch be open to searching inquiry. At its Apd star€, however, there 
were few records in band. It w& not known, for example, how many human 
radiation experiments were: cgnducted before 1975, or where the answer could be 
found. In April it was not ckar whether the answer was hJhe hundreds or the 
thousands. 

What codes of conduct, if any, existed before I975 to govern federally 
sponsored experiments? There was no readily identifiable body bf ethics policies 
that governed; indeed, the prevailing assumption was that until the mid-1 960's 
Federal agencies, by and large, did not even possess such policies. 

What institutions pl$nned, funded, and conducted experiments, and who had 
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, -  responsibility for assuring the integrity of experimentatiofi? Where agency 
organization charts or other road maps existed to guide the way, the fiagments at 
hand were often physically blurred beyon@ recognition. 

Time was short, The Advisory Committee therefore had to develop a strategy 
to quiclciy gather, organize, and analyze vast amounts of iniFonnation. 

i 

In the fmt phase of the Committee's life, our strategy has three components: 
the development of a fbinework for all the infomation the Committee hopes to 
collect, the "big picture," into which pieces of the puzzle c;mx be fit; second, the 
development o f  a strategy to minc all available inforrtration sources; and three, the 
development of an hfbmation infbtructure to house ad a r m 6  all the data. 

transferred to the public domain as om archive that would be an aid and guide to the 
public in this area. i 

1 .  

\ Regarding the last point, it w-8~ a paxticuhr concern that the material we gather be 

The components of the "big picture" framework include ;an experiment 
data6ase to provide a*sin@e locale fa$ cataloguing expairxients as they are 
identified; an ethics rimeline, to chart the evolution of Federal and private sector 
policies and practices pmbinhg to research ethics; a scimf#dm&cd stmykrr& 
timeline, to chart the evolution ofthese standards; and imt&ut&nul maps, to plot the 
network of public and piate institub',ons that planned, AsacBE&, lriianaged and ! 

I 

perfomed oxperknmts, -c 

While Phase I conhues~ the Committee's brief tenure required that it turn to 
the task of evaluatingexperimmts. But on which experiments should it focus? On 
the one hand, the number of we-1975 experiments may well be in the thousands, 
and the post4975 experiments fhr greater. On the other b4 the Committee may 

able to locate d y  fhgtnakts of data h u t  many of ttresG 'experiments - fbr 
example, there is often no Wormation on who subjkts wwe, m c h  less what they * 

were told about the expsriment. 
~ 

f i e  working solution, therefore, is a strategy that seeks to addressithe basic 
questions of concern to the Advisory Committee and the public by an overlapping 
set of case studies and samples. First, the Advisory Committee is focusing on five 
groups of biomedical experiments, with each group anchwkd in one or more 
experiments that have attained public attention. Second, the Advisory Committee is 
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simultaneously focusing on institutions that conducted the experiments, in order to 
examine the decisionmaking process and determine responsibility. Third, the 

this fate date, the public can learn who planned the releases, why, and what 
precautions, if any were taken; and whether intentional releases, which were often 
shrouded in secrecy, could take place today in the absence of meanin@ pubtic 
notice. 

I Committee's inquiry into intentional releases will focus on determining whether, at 

\ 

For evaluating the contemporary world of research, the working solution is 
the conduct of three proj&tsr one, a review of a sample of recently h d e d  research 
proposals; two, &crviews with subjects of curtent research; and three, the mview of 
current federal agency policies for oversight. 

While Phase-I continues, and Phase II has just be@, the Advisory w 

Cominittee i s  simuitanewdy turning to Phase III-the t& of developing criteria for 
evduating the ethics of experiments and for recotnmeadations concerning a mgc of 
remedies that may be appropriate I t  where wrongs or harms have accwed. 

In summary, the Advisory Committee sees a signific&t number of 
accomplishmentsLb& on its seven mondls of w&. 

ahe Committee and the agency search teams hve,as detailed in the k t e h  
rcport and agency-speciflc appdiies, retrieved important aatd, insome cases, 
previously secret, records cotfections that will provide a new basis for understanding 
ow past and present. In doing so, we are producing a mad map that should permit 
&e completion of a substantiat search within the Committee's life and that will 
mnain as a guide for the public in the years to come. 

A substantial amcpnt of data already is public, but it is ofken widely scattered. 
For example, piecing'together the story of human experimentation in connection 
with atomic bomb tests requires the Committee to combbe discrete collections of 
already public data with newly declassified data, while continuing to search for 
M e r  secret and public pieces of the puzzle. 
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The Committee also has begun to piece together the hidden history of Federal 
ethics policy and practice. Documents delivered by the agencies, and others located 
by the Committee, have revealed that there was discussion at the highest levels of 



government - often in secret - about the need for human experimentation and for 
policies to govern it. 

The Adhsory Committee's work also reaches out to the public, particufarly 
institutions and persons with substantial stakes in its deliberations. The Committee 
has heard &om many me~~bers  of the public, who have w&m, called, visited its 
offices, or testified at i& open meetings. In many easa these communications have 
brought important insight or infomation to the Committee's attention. 

The Committee's public teading room provides access not d y  to basic 
Committee material but atso to a collection of impwtant downen@ that were 
previously classified of nut readily amiable in an orpnized fm.'Tbe Ckmmittte's 
experiment and document collection databases are becoming available to the public 

Agency ami Committee document and information searches are progkising, 
and should result in substgntial new i n f o d o n  about know expeaimRsts, policies 
and practices, and perhaps discovery of heretofore unlcno~a  9xperiments, policies 
and practices. However, search efforts are neuessarily time-consuming and 

m y  important col;lections have been long sbke lost or -ye& a 
of relevant youcctions cmtain classified data; and the d c c l d f i d o n  process may 
be a.substantid ~ c k .  

on the Internet, perhaps € i & d y  a~ we speak. 
\ 

~ I m m ;  data on Imiy cnsperimtnts will likely relnftin -; it aaPcar0;tbiat 
number ' 

, In the coming months the Advisory Cammittee will continue with the tasks of 
data gathering an4 otg8nizing. The4 focus of the work, however, wilI be developing 
criteria for judging historid arid contempQrary experiments, policies and 
procedures, as ~ 1 1 8 s  a h r i a  fbr determining apprupria& remedies where harms or 
wrongs have occurred. Based on what the Conuni8ee has learned, the Committee 
will makespecific recommen&ons regarding policies far the h e .  I 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I shall be happy tq answer a,ny questions. 
I 
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